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Know and understand the following:
You must know the Admonition; Ahoalton-To Love One Another, which is only
repeated verbally and should never be written down.
You must memorize the Obligation of the Order which was given to you by Allowat
Sakima.
You must know the words to the official song, and remember that your right hand
goes over your left in the song circle.
You must also know the sign of the Ordeal membership right hand over left shoulder
as if drawing an arrow. Know the Order of the Arrow handclasp.
Wimachtendienk (Wee-mok’-ten-dee-enk) Brotherhood
Wingolauchsic (Win’-go-lough-sik) Cheerfulness
Witahemui (Wi’tah-hem’-oo-ee) Service
Order of the Arrow Obligation
I do hereby promise on my honor as a Scout, that I will always and faithfully observe and preserve
the traditions of the Order of the Arrow, Wimachtendienk, Wingolauchsik, Witahemui. I will always
regard the ties of Brotherhood in the Order of the Arrow as lasting, and will seek to preserve a
Cheerful spirit, even in the midst of irksome tasks and weighty responsibilities, and will endeavor,
so far as in my power lies, to be unselfish in Service and devotion to the welfare of others.
Advance in your understanding of the Ordeal. You must gain a thorough
understanding of the Ordeal through which you have passed. This includes the tasks
presented to you at the pre-ordeal ceremony, the final ceremony, and the purpose of the
ordeal overall.
You must serve your unit. Retain membership in Scouting. During a period of at
least 10 months, strive to fulfill your obligation by continuing to expand your service to your
troop.
Do service in your lodge. Retain your registration in your OA lodge and keep your
dues paid. Attend chapter meetings. Be aware that the brotherhood membership involves a
pledge of service to the lodge. Develop an idea of how you plan to fulfill this pledge.
Review your progress. When you feel that you have met the four challenges above,
write a letter to your lodge secretary.
In this letter you need to:
Explain what you think the obligation means
Describe how you have been fulfilling this obligation to your troop in your daily life
and how you have used your understanding of the Ordeal to help in this service.
Describe your specific plans for giving service in the lodge program.
Ideally, you should include your letter with your registration for the ordeal you plan to do your
conversion at, but having it completed at the event is not a problem.
The handclasp is given with the left hand, interlocking the pinkies and thumbs.

The four Native Americans you met during the pre-ordeal and ordeal ceremonies were;
Kichkinet (Kitch’ kin-et) He was your guide. He symbolizes leadership and is an example of
helpfulness and friendliness.
Nutiket (Nu-te’-ket) is the guard of the circle. He upholds the traditions of cheerfulness.
Meteu (Mee-tay’-o) He is the medicine man and represents brotherhood. He reminds us of our
need to love one another.
Allowat Sakima (Al’-lo-wot Sa-kee’-ma) He is the mighty chief and symbolizes service. From him,
you accepted the Obligation of the Order.
Symbols of the Pre-Ordeal:
Bow - Represents liveliness and flexibility under stress; the symbol of cheerfulness.
Bow String - Meteu gave the bow string to Allowat Sakima as a token of the ties of brotherhood.
Allowat Sakima strung the bow uniting brotherhood and cheerfulness together for service.
Arrow - Allowat Sakima drew the arrow from the quiver as a token that your election separated
you from your fellow Scouts for something higher. The qualities of the arrow are ingredients of
leadership.
Testing the Bow - A sign of willingness to test your dedication to Scout ideals, which led to your
election.
Shooting the Arrow upward - Symbolizes the pathway you will follow if your dedication is
unwavering.
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